WALLIX and WatchGuard
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Secure the administration of Firebox with WAB Suite

BENEFITS
This integrated solution provides
full protection for companies
looking for an easy to use and
efficient network protection and
auditing capacity.
STRONG SECURITY:
Enhance password security and
admin access to Firebox for :
Internal Security Operation Team,
External Third party.

ADVANCED AUDITING CAPIBILITY
Provide an extra-layer of auditing
capability to achieve compliance.
RAPID DELOYMENT:
Adaptable from small, medium or
large enterprise, either on
premise
or
private
cloud
infrastructure. Scalable capacities
to grow with company needs.
TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP:
Reduce
TCO
to
achieve
compliance
by
dramatically
reducing
installation
and
maintenance and upgrade costs.

WALLIX and WatchGuard provide comprehensive
security solutions designed to protect and help to
achieve compliance, while enhancing Security
Operations productivity.
The strength of this integrated scalable solution is to
deploy and administrate WatchGuard Firebox in a fast
and easy way.
WALLIX Privileged Access Management (PAM) agentless
solution WAB Suite is already set up to connect to
Firebox devices:
 control Firebox resources,
 monitor access to all privileged users,
 easily revoke and grant permission to logon: no need
for sign-on procedures or remote access tools,
 unified web portal available.
WAB Suite is highly scalable and provides certified
password vault to secure all credentials without impact
and knowledge for Firebox admins.

The WAB Suite provides full VCR like recordings of all
changes made to the firewall, this can help speed up
troubleshooting and help with change control.

With the WAB Suite securing all passwords there is the
added security that no unauthorized local access is
possible to the firewall and ensure only authenticated
and authorized administrators (internal and third party)
can access from within secure environments
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ALL-IN-ONE CERTIFIED SOLUTION

Single platform for password and session management
Monitor, record and trace all privileged session activity over Firebox
No intrusive agents or performance impact
Rapid deployment
Guaranteed user adoption

All sessions are fully recorded
Real time alerts

Connect through RDP and SSH sessions via
Firebox IP addresses
Manage and secure passwords for users

UNIFIED THREAT MANAGEMENT

 Break your security out of silos and stop all of today's multi-vectored threats with one
powerful device
 Manage all your security tools with a single-pane-of-glass management console that lets
you set policy once and deploy everywhere
 Stay on top of every type of threat with the industry's best scanning engines

Seattle-based WatchGuard has deployed nearly a
million of its integrated, multi-function threat
management appliances worldwide, to businesses
that range from SMEs to large distributed
enterprises. Recognizing an unmet need for a security
solution that addresses the rapidly evolving threat
landscape, WatchGuard architected its highthroughput, highly scalable, and flexible Fireware®
operating system to form the backbone of its
products. This platform yields dramatically higher
performance at a much lower cost than competitors
in environments where multiple security engines are
enabled.

WALLIX is a software company offering privileged
access management solutions for large and medium
sized enterprises, public organizations and cloud
service providers, helping their many customers to
protect their critical IT assets including data, servers,
terminals and connected devices.
With an unobtrusive architecture, full multi-tenancy,
and virtual appliance packaging, WAB Suite is the
easiest solution in its category to implement, use and
manage. Its best of breed features which include
password management, web access portal, access
control and comprehensive session monitoring and
recording can be deployed easily and securely on
premise or in a hybrid cloud environment.
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